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Introduction

Electronic boards compliant to the

PICMG ATCA [1] standard, such as the

Serenity [2] and Apollo [3] boards,

are under development for use in

the detector back-ends of LHC exper-

iments. A previous publication pre-

sented OpenIPMC [5], a software im-

plementing the behavior required for

an ATCA Intelligent Platform Management Controller. This software was ported to

Zynq Ultrascale+, ESP32 and STM32 devices. We present an IPMCmezzanine named

OpenIPMC-HardWare (OpenIPMC-HW), based on an STM32 device and designed to

host OpenIPMC.

IPMC Mezzanine Firmware

The MCU firmware

(OpenIPMC-FW) is based

on FreeRTOS[6] and lwIP. The

real-time operating system

runs the tasks associated with

OpenIPMC and additional

tasks, such as enabling the

offering of a configuration CLI

via USB, UART and TCP/IP. OpenIPMC-FW supports the functions mandated by

PICMG 3.0 for operation of a carrier. Also, the HPM.1 remote firmware update

functions are being implemented. Support for AMC cards and XVC will be added as

needed.

The large amount of internal RAM (1 MiB) and Flash memory (2 MiB) in the MCU

is only partially occupied by the firmware at the moment. Also, the Cortex-M7 and

-M4 cores are run at a fraction of their peak performance, leaving ample space for

future updates and customizations. The firmware build toolchain, OpenIPMC and

FreeRTOS are free software, permitting the quick participation of new collaborators

and reducing licensing issues.
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IPMC Mezzanine Hardware

OpenIPMC-HWhas been

designed in KiCAD to

have a JEDEC MO-244-

compliant edge connec-

tor, pin-compatible with

the standard established

by the LAPP IPMC mez-

zanine project, followed

by later ones (Pulsar-IIb

and CERN IPMCs) and

maintained by the CERN

xTCA Interest Group, such that it can act as a drop-in replacement, interfacing with

the carrier board through IPMI, I2C, UART, JTAG Ethernet and board-specific GPIO

signals. A 480 MHz dual-ARM core STM32H745 MCU [7, 8] provides most of the

board functions, complemented by a KSZ8091 Ethernet PHY, a QSPI flash memory

for external storage and configuration, and six MCP23S17 SPI GPIO expanders.

An assembled OpenIPMC-HWmezzanine in its 1.1 revision

The MCU provides four hardware I2C channels, 10 UART

with different capabilities, 6 SPI channels and an Ethernet

MAC, among large number of peripherals. This allows the

MCU to service most of the communication channels for

the mezzanine.

The STM32H745 supports USB communication and DFU

firmware update. AMicro-USB connector has been placed

on the top of themezzanine, allowing the possibility to up-

date the firmware or open a Virtual COM Port (VCP) com-

mand line interface from a PC for configuration, without

requiring JTAG programmers or UART adapters. This is par-

ticularly beneficial during mass production and testing at

the factory (picture on the right). During local production

of the prototypes at UNESP and KIT, QR code stickers were

used to track the inventory of boards, their unique ID and

their PCB revision throughout the entire fabrication, test-

ing, and lifetime of the module.

IPMC customization and testing

So far, the IPMC firmware has been customized to run inside Pulsar-IIb, Apollo and

Serenity carrier boards, where it has undergone extensive tests in ATCA shelves at

UNESP, KIT, CERN and Boston University. The customizations implement the board-

specific controls required for full integration with the carrier.

OpenIPMC-HW installed in Serenity (left) and Apollo (right) during testing.

In order to perform long-term tests, a Schroff shelf has been loaded with 10 blades,

each hosting anOpenIPMC-FWmodule. A Carbon/Grafana serverwas set up to pull

from the Shelf Manager Controller the IPMI data reported by the OpenIPMC-FW

modules via the IPMB channels. These testswere reproducedwith good agreement

at KIT and at CERN.

OpenIPMC-HW reporting IPMI data to a Carbon/Grafana server via ShMC

Two boards have been produced to aid in the development and quality control

of the boards. One board known as ”Breakout” provides power and Ethernet to

the mezzanine, breaking out all the remaining signals to 100-mil headers for anal-

ysis and connection to external peripherals. Another board named ”Manufacturer

Tester Board” (MTB) connects back to back twomodules seated in two slots, allow-

ing one of them to act as a testmaster piloted by anUSB serial connection driven by

a computer script, testing the other board after it has been produced at the factory.

Breakout board (left) and MTB board (right)

An automatic testing suite distributed by Polaris Software and kindlymade available

by the CERN EP-ESE group has been used to test compliance of the IPMC with the

PICMG standards, yielding a coverage of 56% (56 passed, 17 failed, 26 skipped) in

our last round of coverage testing. We expect this coverage to further improve as

the HPM.1 support is implemented.
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